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gprtnfg never spoilt by operators. Often mixed.. Often 

on point or disc. Motet 0*5 

Mixed springs were discovered by looking, but points or 

were «aly Inspected by sight to a minor extent. Vary few other 

were ever found in springs* . 

wars 

Boferring to tho low inspection efficiency of springs* J. S. 
this would refer to the inspection of point* aad dimes. ' 

TffTpTiiiiliiiii 

- Rarely or never faulty manufacture* 

Usually aixsd} painly noticed after assembly. "Oecasioiially".' " 

spoilt by operators by letting the automatic screw driver jump off 

sora* and gat entangled in the "little curve* at the end of the fcarminal. 

Hanufactare good* 

Often mixed, mainly noticed after insertion in its hole by 

height (the only difference between screws) | sometimes even noticed 

before trial if looked. at carefully. Hot often burnad and onlystrippsd 

when the lowar clamp plata was not threaded. 
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*ntcnli¥ with*' ^,)\ 

Vlma slates* 

Rarely of never mixed (I forget *hichj. 

Chiefly y.Tong manufacture in that boles tfould be too 

je or. in< 

'(«) JkUaSb. W r y rarely spoilt by operators. 

Very rarely stripped if threaded. 

The chief error was failure to machine the threads 

in the holes; about half of these ttet-e noticed before 

assembly. 

Sever mixed. 

Often of incorrect manufacture in that they were mads too rdde 

or too narrow* about half of these were noticed before assembly. 

Often chipped by operators letting automatic screv? driver slip 

off screw onto insulator. 

Inffflfltflffi out ftf aUgnirenfct This means that the holes being 

oversized for assembly, as designed, some care was noeded to gtit the 

faces flush* and this care was sometimes omitted. The process was to 

adjust insulators Just before running the screws home* or easing the 

screws -with an ordinary screw driver and then retightening with this 

tool* The use of an ordinary sere?* driver is called "hand tightening*. 

J« S. said alternatively if the insulator were too wide or narrow it 

would be out of alignment. 
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Asked istay there v&s such a rise of this defect in finished 

relets In 1951, J. S. said' it might he dae to a large increase of 

faulty insulators (i.e. wide or narrow)} alternatively re-aligning 

Insulators was such an easy job (whore manufacture is good), that 

it was quicker for the inspectors to ease back the screws and do it 

themselves than make out a rejection card. Occasionally they got 
wmad w and sent the whole lot back to the assemblers, 

N»B» These alternatives can be checked out by seeing whether 

the number of faulty insulators rose heavily at the same 

time. 

Bushlngat 

Bushings are rarely delivered broken but often too long in length. 

Occasionally mixed. 

Sometimes broken in assembly if put in crookedly so that top 

insulator rides over it> or if too long it is crushed between clamp 

With regard to all parts J. S. stated that a baskst full of 

the wrong type rarely occurred, but a few wrong type parts were habitually 

mixed in* 

X. S. referred to the "epidemic* character of reasons for 

rejecting relays. 

Asked why it took so long to rectify accidents in assembly 

J* S. made a movement of her hands expressive of depression and said 

that one 8sat back and went slow*. J- 3« said that an accident c&used 

one to "concentrate". (She first introduced this word into the conversation.) 

f 
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Interview wUfrA 

Other major varlabiea. 

Asked whether conversation and pauses occurred mainly between 

assemblies J. S. at first denied this and then, with hesitation, thought 

that perhaps pauses occurred mainly after last (screw driver) operation 

and before putting relay down shute, 

ff. 3. did not think that talking delayed production but probably 

decreased "concentration". Some of J.S' s earlier remarks rather implied 

that too much talking interfered with best work. 

«T. S. several times emphasised her opinion that , 

especially in early days, tended to pause as she worked, tvhile J. S* 

did hot, but she "looked about" as she talked. Does this account 

for J* S„*s large rejected relay rate? • 

In answer to query J. SI. stated that they never forgot to 

put relay dom shute immediately after it was finished, it was quite 

"automatic". Sometimes the shute flap stuck and the "boy" cleared-it 

and so hole was punched late. Also tendency for ordinary hand screw 

driver to fall down shute and to put repaired relays do??n shute by 

accident. 

nothing, other than completed relays, ever intentionally 

put down shutes. J. S* several times insisted on the keen coopera

tion of all operatives in .experiment. 

I suggested that perhaps the conversations rather fell into 

two levels, one light and not requiring active attention? the other 

level more serious and productive of pauses, etc. J. S. did not think 

so, she pointed out that meeting daily and all day there was little to 
r 
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In tariff with j £i/)L-^„ } 

say and conversation was mostly "rawsing". I remarked that reading 

afterwards in the daily records some of the "ras&zing" seemed to have 

an edge to it. J. S. denied this and said? "le were not a sensitive 

lot" and we took it all in good fun. 

JUB. J. S, afterwards spoke of having intimate conversations mtth 

many and also , when she was a neighbor, in a low voice rather 

suggesting a second level of conversation. 

I questioned J. S. about the faulty assembly of good parts; 

she emphatically stated that, care was needed at all times to avoid 

a wrong sequence of assembly and stated without hesitation that this 

"concentration" was definitely greater when the relay type had just 

changed. Ihen asked *T„ S. stated that the concentration due to a 

change of relay type did not diminish conversation. 

I read out the following question from my notes: 

"Is it difficult to pick up your work after an interrup

tion? ff JV S. answered without any hesitation: "Oh, yes, you see it 

breaks your 'rhythm'" — her word? I had carefully refrained from 

mentioning it. 

Asked whether a faulty part, noticed before assembly, 

broke the rhythm J. S. said not. 

J. 3. volunteered several remarks bearing on the presence 

of rhythm. 

I asked whether frequent changes of relay type added to 

the interest of the work. J. S. denied it with boat stating (without 

prompting) that everyone disliked it because it diminished speed, 
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the types were often unknown or had not been assembled by that 

operator for some years, and spoilt the pay check and "pay is im-

/ . • portant you know"-

Asked whether she liked Some types better than others? 

. for example H1316 and R1317 J. S. said that they were both good 

('' . typesj at first everyone preferred E1S17 but in the end she found 

that H1316 tea* a$ good. I pointed out that R1317 had three more 

pieces and is unsymetrical, unlike S1316> and both carry the same 

piece rate* J. S. explained that the coil of K1316 has four t?ire 

ends at one end and two at the other, 10.516 has only two wires and 

so the coil is easier to assemble on the armature* 

I explained about my theory as to the constancy of gross 
1 bodily movement and that variations in output were due to saving 

time on manipulative action. J. 3. felt strongly that this was so —• 

she was unconscious that any social determination of the rate of the 

former had occurred but at once pointed out the likelihood of some 

such result. •' 

J. 3. did not think racing much more tiring than ordinary 

. assembly but undoubtedly slightly so. A good day's output was no 

~ more tiring than a bad day. J, S. had no idea what constituted 

the conditions for a good dayi sometimes you started "fine" and 

^ oould not keep it upj other days it was easy. When racing J. S. 

felt *tense" and took it easy afterwards. I pointed out that actually 

her speed immediately *fter racing tended to be abnormally high not 

r slow. J. S*. v:a# surprised and supposed that this feeling of slowness 
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resulted from feeling "easy*. H.B. I must verify my statement, if 

true it is important in connection with Jv 3**3 belief. 

Asked whether the racing was prearranged as regards 

selection of part, etc*, J. S* said: "So, that would have spoilt the 

experiment." She stated that they raced as hard as they could. 

J* S* stated that the work pattern when racing was identical 

with that ordinarily used and could trace no effect of racing on 

ordinary working habits. 

Asked vihy there were fewer accidents when racing than 

in ordinary work, J* S. had no explanation. In ordinary work J* S. 

insisted that she did not press and was not tense, she volunteered 

the remark that she believed herself to be the only operative in 

test group who habitually used her back rest. She also stated that 

some days her back ached. 

Heferring to the added work of inspection in assembly J* S. 

said: "If we knew that all parts were O.K. v& wouldn't have to 

watch" and could work faster. 

In-response to a question «T. S. had no idea why production 

on the whole failed to rise after 1930 — certainly not due to change 

in industrial conditions which it was thought right through 1931 could 

never touch the test room ?so much money had been spent on it" — even 

when  went wa felt sure we were staying, she was a substitute. 

I stated that after 1930 J. S. and M. T. held A.H.O. better than Hos* 
3 and 4 and asked whether J* S„ and X. T* were competing. J. S. stated 

that they never raced each other as this would have spoilt the experiment. 
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Asked why production at the very end fell so hadly J. S* 

said that they "lost their ambition", the "air Was so tense". The 

new thin insulators were more hard fed assemble and the added piece 

rate was an inadequate compensation. NwB* Find out mhm this last 

occurred. 

Asked whether the successive introduction of new girls 

depressed her speed, J. SU said that all "friendship" had gone "it 

wasn't the pace part of it.* 

Incidentally J% S. showed a continual disbelief that she 

was much influenced in pace by the pace of others. "If just happened" 

that me went fast or slow. • 

I pointed out that the whole test group, had a tendency to 

go fast or slow together both as regards yweirly A.H.O. and in other 

time spans. This particularly applied to J, B* and MV V. J. S» 

loohad puaxled and said she had often noticed that and was very 

pmssled by It and had thought about it a lot| she had no sense of 

a social Influence. J. S. also remarked that 8 and 4 were good pals 

and also that their output tended to keep together. Five was rather 

out of the social group which J* S. implied included 1 to 4 inclusive. 

She said that Ho. 5 was "less mad", *older% "married", "more sensible* 

and implied that they all liked Ho. 5. 

Asked why A.H»0. was best spring and autumn J. S. could not 

account for a winter dip but said that in summer it got too hot and 

using the automatic screw driver was very heating. 
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Questioned as to the relative emphasis placed on output 

and quality, J* S. said major emphasis was on output hut that quality 

was very much on their minds; they "were covered with shame* ?/hen 

many relays were rejected. She repeated this twice in similar words. 

I remarked that whereas both in old and new group iUH.Ov 
1 rose, in neither groups did inspection efficiency get better and the 

•killed group was hot much better than the unskilled group. J. S. • • . 

reaffirmed that A.H.O. was major concern, but still came back to 

importance of not having a bad quality record. I got the impression 

that quality stood to quantity in her mind in the same relation as 

a pass to an order of merit examination. 

Asked why inspection efficiency of springs was so poor as 

compared to other parts, JV S. said that springs were made of white 

metal and the small discs and points were hard to see.. Other parts 

had larger defects and were mostly dark colored. Springs had to be 

inspected by sight and touch. 

J. S. stated earlier in the interview that they were all 

upset at changing pishes as they lost their particular friends, then 

^ J* 3. became firm friends with  and was sorry to change back. 

"It eida't really matter, we were all good friends." 

i told J. S* about the £ and 0 game which started about 

( 19£9, rose to end of 1951 and diminished or vanished in 1932. 

J. S* was very conscious of this game and had no idea Thy 

it started — rather Implied that there was no real reason for it — 

( bat when asked wiqr it stopped early in 1952 she quickly answered? 

"Vie didn't care any more." K.B. This shows that the test group did 
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lose heart well before  left (See above)* 

€ ir ) :^ ; . ' I suggested that it started at about the tine that rise 

' in output ceased and therefore at about the tine that the work would 

. begin to bore them. ' J. S, — "Oh, no, the work was not boring, it 

would have been boring but that we had freedom of speech." ' She then 

> implied that conversation increased in 1850 onwards. R.V. This 

• really confirms my hypothesis. 

I then told Zm S. about the pacing game. • She was not 

" conscious of it, but sta.t&i that "in the early days* 3 and 4 deliberately 

dropped their relays in the shut© together, one often waiting for the 

other to finish* it had not occurred "to them that this might affect 

• the experiment* J* S. stated that she and -it. Y. deliberately did not 

' drop together as they understood that In such a case the punching 

machine could only record one of the two. J. S« implied that this 

became common practice X»t»r. .T* S. could not suggest any other 

games. J. S. stated that one instinctively knew who was using the 

screw driver all over thfc room (the last operation). She thought 

by the loudness* Apart from this operation one knew the exact 

.'>• position of one«a neighbor1s relays from the hand actions but not those 

of other operatives. 

1 Mentioned that, whereas the old group always buraed some 

screws, after about three months the new group never did thisj J. S* 

quickly said! *fibw many did they bunr* at first?" I answered* "Oh, 

a tremendous number*" J. 3. said* "That's why they stopped It.* 

7^ 
A 
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• ; '*e discussed patterns of work at some length but bejrond 

; . ; v ; , ; . ; ' . an insistence on rhythm J. S* had not much to say. She did hot 

think that she had oyer attempted to modify the details of her habits 

of workj they just came. She had. noticed that her right hand did 

most of the manipulative action, the left hand either holding the 

! ̂  pile up steady or reaching for parts. J. S. stated that her pattern 

of work had never varied from beginning to end. I mentioned that the 

new girls sometimes picked up two screws at once with one hand and 

sometimes only one. J. S. said: Wes, 1 did that too, that is the 

only difference I ever made? N.fi. I don't think J. S. is quite 

rights e.g., look up  schematic layout for two dates for J.S. 

J. S. stated that ner layouts were devised for the outside shop. 
( ' ' ' . " ' • . . - - . . . , 

I asked J. S. that sort of reception substitutes got. J. 3. 

said it was always friendly but that very temporary «nd were rather 
A . -

subdued.  was a ^life long"; frien  and 

the group had been asked to chose a Substitute when  left so 

$ chose her. : '""Did any tyt the others suggest anyone alsef* 

Ji S.« (rather bored and not seeing the drift of the remark) "So, I 

don't think so." J. 3.4 "A. P. is a friend of mine and I knew that 

she wanted the money** She is "very likeable'4, and "very popular", 

J« 3* kept reverting to the pleasure it was to work in the test room 

and wondered whether the same five could some back if times improved; 

she said that once or twice she was prevented from going to work b/ 

"one of the great blixxards" and "moped all day" in consequence. 
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lattflTTitt with/ ^ ""*-t! 

J. S.J Jt wasn't only the conditions but also the "dally trustfulness 

we had in each other!' and the stability of the test situation. • 
,;' ( ; After the interview J. S. asked me to explain just what we 

were hoping to get out of our research. I told her the general drift 

and specified two or three major problems. . J.> S. remarked that £he 

; ( test started to find out a "few things" but was now. going much deeper 

and was more important. Later at dinner she told  and I 

|; -that when her mother and father left Italy (small to*m near Naples) 

v;:\ • they settled in London for 10 years before coming to U.S.A. and some-

children were bom in London.. 

I le talked about the continued friendship between members of 
1 the test group and  mentioned that the same friendship 

was continuing between the ex-women interviewers. I remarked that 

these seeped to illustrate the fact that in industrial situations 

Individuals were starved of friendly social relationships. J. S. 

became enthusiastic in defense of this statement. 

The chief impressions of J. S, that I got were* an enthusiastic 

cooperation with anything to do with the test situation, in no way soured 

by the lay-off. A reliable and clearheaded witness. Not very pereeptive 

of other people's viewpointsj a tendency to assume that their outlook 

coincides with hers. Completely adjusted, no obsession*, a happy and 

competent temperament. Tory friendly all round. Italics used to 

Indicate that the exact phrase or words are given. Botes taken throughout 

interview! duration 5—6 p.m. 
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Interview wjfrh fceXJfiL_ May 2, 1953. 

II. S. -was in seat 1 in test room. 

' Questioned about the spoiling of good "parts in assembly. 

. ' II. S. Stated that bushings were spoilt in the manner described by J. S. 

• Also that she practically never chipped insulators by hitting automatic 

• screw driver slip off screws. 

Asked why the new girla< never buried screws after first few 

months, M. 3. stated that at first she was "quite nervous* with the 

screw driver and so had this operation on her mind. S.B. Compare J.S.'s 

remark on this. Asked which' parts were hardest to inspect, M. S. in

dicated the springs because of the contacts. Asked how she inspected 

contacts she said by looking and when questioned about feel, said. "I 

• don't think we could feel them with our fingers** 

\ . H* S, stated that a good dsjr's output was not the result of 

pressing. It just happens. In answer to a question she stated that 

talking was not a great factor in output. K» S. explained bad output 

as the result of *fumbling" and that "all the parts seem to be bad all 

at or.ce, that will cause a bad day." "The different (types of) relays 

"~ have a lot to do with it", —. some screws are so short that they are 

hard to handle — "I always had trouble with KIS2 because of short 

screws". Also on easy types there is more screw driver work in the day. 

Asked which was the worst operation in making a relayj M. 3. 

said it was picking up the screwsj trying to pick up two screws in one 

hand with both heads upwards. The screw driver action not so bad after 

the first. 
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Interview with  

Asked whether she felt any muscular fatigue at end of day? .• 

M. S.. said .her- shoulders.,, arms' and. neck ached from: holding her • arms 

out in front of her all day. The screw driver action did not fatigue 

her. 

Asked whether she got confused with changes of type; mVS. 
1 said: "Ho. Ton keep your mind on it more." I, S. likes changes of 

relay type, "ton get more interest especially after you have.been 

on af run for a week or so." K« S. does not think that changes of 

type make much difference to output. Faulty assembly irritated If. 

V. S. thoughtthat interruptions upset rhytl^f trifle ~~ • 

"It makes you forget which part to pick up." She was not so emphatic . 

about this as J. S. and the idea of having a rhythm was not so strongly 

in 1. §.fs mind. General conversation and even someone watching her 

work was not an interruption but picking up a part and finding it bad, 

before assembly. Moes spoil the swing — "It annoys you. It is an 

interruption too." 

If one part runs consistently bad it becomes very annoying. 

(H.B. J. 3. did not find bad part an interruption although Chlpman 

l' says she got annoyed.) 

Asked.what operations She concentrated on particularly? si. S. 

One concentrates on the relay "in general*. "One doesnH concentrate 

f , on one part too much you know o:r one gets the parts in the wrong order?'j 

she repeated this two or three times in different words. If one 

unusual type has a "freak" part (e.g. very small terminal in H14TT) then 

f one does concentrate on the part. 
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fti general •» S* prefers relays that are unsymetrical on the 

. two sides to the syiaetrical types* she does not find the former more 

, . . confusing. 

We then discussed learning and work habits.' if* S. started, 

next to J. 0. and. being at the end, had no other neighbor. M* S. 

i states that she paid no attention to J. S. es her skill was far too 

advanced to help a beginner and J. S* gate no help. 

Until all the old girls had left there was no discussion of 

working methods but plenty after that and interest concentrated on 

this problem* Experiments were tried and various of the group devised 

new ways of simplifying the movements, for example, first one spring 

was picked up at a time, then two, four, and finally eight. The same 
f' • ' story applies to insulators. The girls varied in thsir ability to 

pick up a number of parts. 

I got the Impression that picking up a number of parts with 

one hand and getting all correctly facing one way, etc, was their 

major preoccupation and was more difficult than assembling them uhen 

in the hand* 

It first working with both hands was very difficult but that 
c 

is not so now| a continual evolution of this work pattern ha

going on* V* S. is markedly right-handed. K* S. said that G. Stolgenberg 

is wery lef t-banded (Ho. 5} and she reversed the normal hand procedure 

ih fitting the coils on the armatures although, she used the screw driver 

in her right hand. 

, i. 3* does the most delicate work with her right hand, but 

a. S. does it with her left and consequently the baskets are not well 

arranged for her. 



Interview with  

Vie then discussed the influence of the operators ©a each 

other's output. . 

Without saying m very clearly M. 3. implied is her eonversa- • 

tion that the similarity in rise and fall of output amongst the group 

was not in any sense arranged out was a genuine instance of influence. 

M. B« stated that in the teat room she was always conscious 

of her neighbor's output  and of her progress throughout 

the day, but that she did not have any sense of how the others were 

getting oh, 

H* S. recalled as saying that she (G .S.) never 

knew what her neighbor was doing. . $hen transferred to the conveyor 

It.. 3. sometimes: was conscious of  progress, and some

times of  progress, and sometimes "I Just- go by myself" 

and keep track of nobody. X. S. implied that she did not naturally 

keep track of both her neighbors simultaneously* 

Asked whether Assembly or Inspection was her principal concern 

I. 8. said. "Assembly". 

Comparing the teat room and conveyor situation H. S. said. 

"It seemed to be smoother going in the test room" — than on the conveyor. 

M. 3. and  explained to me that development work was 

going on throughout the conveyor period, and that the conveyor was 

still subject to adjustment and delays. Consequently the girls were 

paid by the hour, not on output while on the conveyor. 

when questioned further about the poor "going" on the conveyor* 
* 

M. 3. said that one waited for jtgs to some down the conveyor and waited 
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for adjustments, and also for parts.  subsequently explained 

that owing to contracting orders the girls sometimes had not enough 

' to do but that major delays did not occur every day.) 

1. S. talking of this waiting said: "It sort of takes the pep 

out of youj you just don*t care any more whattier you do a good job or 

{ sot.* 

,  remarked that  had made the identical 

remarks to him previously. 

Asked about the desire to do a good day's work X. S. explained 

that it was not the wages (flat rate on conveyor -r- see above) but 

feeling "that you have done your bit — the more you do the better 

you feel". Also competition with •odftrafcelv faster workers a great 

incentive. (X.B.  is slightly faster than X. S.) 

X. S« said she did not try to speed at first! "I figured that 

If I got into handling the parts right the speed would come.* She clso 

stated that a good day's work was no more tiring than a bad day, she 

implied that it was impossible to command a good day nor was it a case 

of pressing — "everything went right some days*. 

I X. S. said that they still talked when on the conveyor, in spite 

of official discouragement, and also thought that the non-tern* group were 

trying to beat them in output and getting unofficial help from the 

{ instructor, she was not conscious of much feeling on the part of the 

test group and did not think that they were consciously racing the other 

aide. 

{  told me that the non-test group were placed on the 

conveyor three days ahead of the test group. 
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Interview with  May 2, 1953. 

present. 

„  _ is an inspector of relays attached for some time 

to the test group. 

Asked how she inspected the various parts and what she looked 

for. H. K. explained: 

A bushing breaks (1) because it is too long; (2) because the 

end insulator is not properly threaded through it and lies on its end. 

In either case when the screw is tightened it squeezes the bushing and 

breaks it. Then splinters and bits from the bushing get between the 

parts and hold them slightly apart; this is easily noticed and indicates 

a broken bushing. 

Insulators are looked at round their visible edges for cracks 

or chips and inspected for alignment Of edges. 

Stripped screws, according to H. K, are always due to faulty 

tapping of bottom clanp plate. 

A relay rejected for "stripped screw" implies that screw is 

loose in plate and is not intended to indicate which is at fault. 

H. K% states that she can inspect 50 relays in 10 minutes 

and that her "bogey" is 264 per hour; this gives time to write out 

repair cards. 

H. K. says that at first the new girls made a tremendous 

number of mistakes but improved steadily. 

I mentioned the sudden rise in mixed screws in 1952. H. K. 

said sometimes screws are not mixed for months and then, as in 1932, 

this gives no end of trouble for quite a time. H. It. is positive that 
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her standard of inspection has remained constant over her whole inspect

ing life and that nothing passes her since she has never been spoken to 

on this score. A final inspection of the relay occurs after the screws 

are tightened under a press. 

It came out later that up to about three years ago the in

spectors inspected with any detailed routine they liked but that this 

resulted in very uneven work, many faults being missed. Then a definite 

routine or inspecting work pattern was taught to all inspectors.  

produced a box of relays and fl. K* went through the performance of 

inspecting five before me. 

Five relays are taken out of the box at once and held in a 

given way and the routine is quite definite as regards: 

(a) What hand movements the inspector makes 

(b) The positions each relay takes 

(c) lhat is to be looked for at each relay position, 

fl. K., while not agreeing that any difference of inspecting 

standards could arise, did say that if a defect was found to be passing 

inspection the inspector would look closer for that type of defect. 

Chipman put this point more forcibly, 

flftipmfli^ n.nmmantincr nrx ahrwft IntftinHfiw; 

Defects did sometimes pass the inspector and get found out 

afterwards. 

It is not true that a stripped screw always implied a defec

tive bottom clamp plate. He had examined a number of such screws and 

plates and noticed often that the tapping of the plate was perfect 
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except for the first thread or two where it had clearly cross threaded 

on the screw* N.B. See J% S. on this subject. 

( 

r 
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Interylgf with  ' Way 2, 

 is the layout operator (official title 

"instructor") who has been Kith the test group from the very beginning 

to the end of the conveyor work. Nickname *B". 

I asked B whether she knew that caused the enormous rise of • 

relays rejected for "insulators out of line" round July and August 1931. 

She remembered the event perfectly and also the causes namely bushings ; 

too short which permitted the outside insulators to ride over the . '. 

bushings and take up any position permitted by the screws* All other " 

' hypotheses, B indicated, were beside the point, she remembered the -

• whole thing clearly. 

B and between them then gave me a sketch of the various • 

. inspectors connected with the test room. Op to the spring of 1929, 

or 1950 (they couldn't remember which) the test room relays were in

spected in the regular shop. ' B became convinced that the shop nas 

returning to the test room relays defectively assembled in the shop. 

After that date the following inspectors were allotted to the test 

room in the order given below: The exact dates of these inspections • 

(, has been given by  in a letter to someont at Harvard!  

 or ma ~- also the history notes contain the dates. 

mrnQm̂JUmmtmCmmmtm̂^̂  ̂  
^̂.̂  <sV <90̂B9V̂fal̂L̂̂- m%6Xa't8̂ L̂ case* — no initiative —- "Atfcaii of her job* 

and her bosses. An over-strict inspector "very close inspector* — does 

not get on with people. Subject to fits - elderly. 
,r 

I 
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(E) . 

group - lasy. 

(g) L 

Very careless as an.inspector and was reprimanded for this 

(4) L (came hack) 

A good average inspector. H.B. See my interview with her. 

We then talked about learning. 

B» said that beginners had very little difficulty In getting 

clear about the actual assembly sequence, the arrangment of the boxes' 

assisted them. She agreed with  that this varied %ith the 

individual and that Ity learned the actual sequence with great 

€ 

The chief difficulty was to pick up a good work pattern, the 

new group are still learning this. The pattern varied widely with the 

individual. J« S. was less ambidextrous than most operatives, and also 

picked up fewer parts with one hand than the rest pf her group; in 
* 

this J. S» was a striking contrast to A. Hstig. B did not think that 

inspection was an important factor in assembly — "you have to Icok 

at the tray anyway.* 

B entirely agreed that speed .of assembly was not correlated 

with gross bodily movement, it depended on "neatness of fingers". 

Also B thought that gross bodily movement did mot vary much from 

one time to another. 
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4*' •" backed B in her opinions on the relative importance 

of G. H. and 1. A. 
. The effect of talking entirely depends on the girlj  

cannot work and talk,  the same thing. 

On the whole there was much less talking when output was good. 

When the output fell down they "chattered*. 

Anyone of the group might start the talking, often  

but  was often responsible for stopping it. 

In the original group change of relay type did not depress , 

• the talking; this is not, so true in the" case of the net/ group. 

B type relays are all very similar apart from the coil. 

We discussed the 5 and 0 game and the pacing game and I asked 

for any others. 

B and t sometimes in the morning or at 12*45 

(never after rests) came in early and completed a relay up to screw 

driver action before hooter went and then used screw1 driver and com--

pie ted immediately after the hooter. No one else did this (look on 

tapes). Neither knew of any other games. 

is regards the accuracy of B*s output records,  kept 

independent records and they always checked exactly with B. 

We discussed the halt in rise of output in 1950. B and  

both elaimed that it connected with the general industrial situation. 

There was no hint of anxiety in the test room in 1990, this 

began at the end of 1951. In the regular department lay-offs began 

at end of 1950 or beginning of 1951. 
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1, 

Talking of the conveyor B said that there were interruptions 

, and the girls *lbse their soeed. or lose their ambition*. 
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J On. the new conveyor the non-test group had their own instruc

tor who, unlike B, only kept output records to the nearest 5 (never 

•ore than 2 or S out). Consequently the output records suggest" the ; 

5 and 0 game Tsrongly.  asked her to keep accurate figures 

which she then did. Date of this in history sheet. • 

• states that  was easily the dominant 

figure in the new test group} "a second ". 

 is very sure that even at the peak of production in-

spaction was never slackened- as a whole in quality. On one or two ' 

occasions * hatch of relays did miss inspection* 

^  points out that e* some late date each girl of the ' 

original group was assigned a few very similar types. • Occasionally^ 

• a girl's range oT types .ran out and she had to take on a very different 

type; look for confusion. 

 agrees with. ; •rasaing" had no edge; or only very 

rarely. 
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